Dopamine modulates graded and spike-evoked synaptic inhibition independently at single synapses in pyloric network of lobster.
Bath application of dopamine (DA) modifies the rhythmic motor pattern generated by the pyloric network in the stomatogastric ganglion of the spiny lobster, Panulirus interruptus. Synaptic transmission between network members is an important target of DA action. All pyloric neurons employ both graded transmitter release and action-potential-mediated synaptic inhibition. DA was previously shown to alter the graded synaptic strength of every pyloric synapse. In this study, we compared DA's effects on action-potential-mediated and graded synaptic inhibition at output synapses of the lateral pyloric (LP) neuron. At each synapse the postsynaptic cell tested was isolated from other descending and pyloric synaptic inputs. DA caused a reduction in the size of the LP spike-evoked inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in the pyloric dilator (PD) neuron. The change in IPSP size was significantly and linearly correlated with DA-induced reduction in the input resistance of the postsynaptic PD neuron. In contrast, graded inhibition, tested in the same preparations after superfusing the stomatogastric ganglion (STG) with tetrodotoxin (TTX), was consistently enhanced by DA. DA shifted the amplitude of spike-evoked IPSPs in the same direction as the alteration of the postsynaptic cell input resistance at two additional synapses tested: DA weakened the LP spike-mediated inhibition of the ventricular dilator (VD) and reduced the VD input resistance, while strengthening the LP --> pyloric constrictor (PY) synapse and increasing PY input resistance. As previously reported, graded inhibition was enhanced at these two LP output synapses. We conclude that DA can differentially modulate the spike-evoked and graded components of synapses between members of a central pattern generator network. At the synapses we studied, actions on the presynaptic cell predominate in the modulation of graded transmission, whereas effects on postsynaptic cells predominate in the regulation of spike-evoked IPSPs.